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Considered to be a superior charting technique by some
technical analysts, objective testing reveals the truth about
simple point & figure chart patterns.
by Michael J. Carr, CMT

P

oint & figure (P&F) charts have been used by market
technicians for more than a century. These charts were used
by Charles Henry Dow in the late 1800s, and the first detailed
explanation of this technique was published by Victor
deVilliers in 1933. DeVilliers’ book, The Point & Figure
Method Of Anticipating Stock Price Movements, preceded
the classical text for interpreting the more popular bar chart,

Robert Edwards and John Magee’s Technical Analysis Of
Stock Trends, by 15 years.
P&F charts track only changes in price and ignore the
passing of time. Proponents of this technique believe that by
focusing solely on significant price changes, they eliminate
the distraction of day-to-day market noise. With a chart free
of the smaller movements that make up most of a stock’s
trading activity, it should be easier to identify significant
support and resistance levels.
Some of the common patterns identified in P&F charts
provide precise trade entry and exit points. Until now, however, test results have not been widely available showing
whether these simple patterns work. This article analyzes
actual results of the simplest P&F patterns, seeing how they
perform in real life, because traders and investors need data,
not tradition and folklore, to be successful in today’s markets.
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All tests resulted in at least 10,000 trades, which is simple P&F signals does not help traders gain an edge in the stock market.
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results. These results are summarized in Figure 2 and
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FIGURE 4: TRADING P&F SIGNALS WITH A TREND FILTER AND TIME EXIT. Adding a trend
filter did not significantly improve the performance. The triple top is still the best signal.

The last question to consider is whether signals should be
filtered by the longer-term trend. Since the trend is your
friend, it makes sense to take buy signals in a stock only when
the stock is trending higher and to take sell signals only in
confirmed downtrends.
We chose to use a 13-week simple moving average to
identify the trend. If prices are above their 13-week average,
then long trade signals are taken and short trade signals are
ignored. Similarly, short trades are only entered when the
price is below its 13-week moving average. Long signals
occurring with prices below the moving average were ignored. The results of the P&F signals, filtered with the 13week simple moving average to confirm the trend, are shown
in Figure 4.
Surprisingly, we found that adding a trend filter did not
result in any significant performance improvement. The
triple top is still the best signal, and the relative order of merit
of the other signals is unchanged.

TRADER BEWARE
Traders relying solely on simple P&F signals would be
disappointed in their results and probably bankrupt their
trading accounts in short order. This is what we generally find
when testing the effectiveness of any standalone indicator.
Trading is complex, and individuals are battling hedge funds,
trading desks at Wall Street firms, and market makers in the
long-running battle for investment survival.

In testing, only the triple-top buy signal outperforms the
stock market across all time frames. Traders can use this
strategy and obtain a very high number of winning trades.
Perhaps the best use for P&F charts, however, is for traders
to employ them as one component of a trading strategy, for
example assessing the overall trend from the most recent
signal, and accepting trades based upon another indicator,
such as the relative strength index or stochastics.
Michael J. Carr is a member of the Market Technicians
Association and editor of the MTA’s newsletter, Technically
Speaking. He is a full-time trader and writer, and author of
Smarter Investing In Any Economy: The Definitive Guide To
Relative Strength Investing.
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This article — and articles like it — can be
found online at www.working-money.com.
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